GAMES AND THE GAME SERVER

Platinum Roulette
Platinum Roulette is the latest game in a series of Comtrade Gaming roulette
games. This one has the wow factor! Fantastic 3D graphics and quality sounds
make it one of the most attractive and popular games.

EXPERT BETTING

HIGHLIGHTS
Expert betting
Auto play

Roulette is a classic, single-zero roulette game. It offers an excellent payback to
players and bets can easily be placed on the numbers and popular Neighbours
bets. Advanced bets like Red Splits, Black Splits, Voisins Du Zero, Tiers Du
Cylindre, Les Orphelins, Orphelin Plein, Zero Game, 007, Snake, Random 7,
Finales en Plein, Number Combo, Chip Bomb, and Finales A Cheval are all
supported.
Players also have the possibility to define, save, and use up to five customized bet
layouts.

Statistics
Configurable features
Licensed in UK and
Alderney

More info:
gaming@comtrade.com
www.comtradegaming.com

AUTO PLAY
The auto play feature enables players to automatically play a selected number of
consecutive games without having to interact with the game.

To ensure that the player is still in control of the game, advanced
auto play options are offered. For example, stop auto-play:
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on any win,



if single win exceeds,



if cash increases by or



if the cache decreases by a specified amount.

Players are able to stop the auto-play regardless of how many auto-play bets they initially
choose or how many remain.

STATISTICS
Many roulette players appreciate the ability to view the results of previous rounds in an effort to
make a more substantial bet. So, this fantastic game also includes game history, hot/cold
numbers, and other detailed statistics.

RE-SKIN POSSIBILITIES

Comtrade Games can be easily re-skinned to customer color schemes. Customized graphical
elements like company logos or specific brand names can be added on demand.

CONFIGURABLE FEATURES
Comtrade Gaming has developed a system that provides the casino operator with numerous
configuration possibilities for chips and bet limits. Casino operators can tailor mobile blackjack
according to the customer’s policies and jurisdictional demands.
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Comtrade Gaming is a leading independent software supplier to the gaming industry, delivering open gaming platforms and
professional services to both the online and land based gaming sectors. Comtrade Gaming’s strengths are in the development of
enterprise software solutions that are based on industry standards. The company’s product portfolio includes online gaming
platforms, server based gaming systems, live casino and solutions which enable regulators to monitor and control gaming activities.
www.comtradegaming.com
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